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Name Richter, Richard Rolf Werner 
Address: Koblenz Goldgrube 1 

 
Nationality:    German 
Birth Place:    Bendorf, Kreis Koblenz 
Age/Birth Date:    19.4.1913 
Occupation:     Polizei Official Kriminaloberassistent 
KV 2/1503-1, page 3 

 
Clean-shaven:  Moustache 
Appearance:  Receding forehead 

 
Languages:  German, fluent French, School English 
 
 
 

↓ 
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24.7.46 Extract from documents on “Rote Kapelle” from Int. Bureau. Mentioning 

Richter. 

      
This is a copy original document retained in Department under Section 3 (4) of the Public  
Records Act 1958.  (AOB, the page copies are always of poorer reproduction quality, but also  
provides an indication that the page being considered of historical interest. Dec 2003 reflects  
the date/time when it once had been handled; but it shows that making this document public 
was in progress. However, the KV 2/xxxx series had been made peu à peu available 
(accessible) on the web since, say, post 2016/2017; these files might have been accessible by 
personal visit; but I consider the time when a digital download was facilitated). 

 
Richter Rolf Werner 

PF 602436 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Extract for File:  PF 602436    Name   Richter 
S.F 422/General/3 (AOB, the file designations are most often no longer existing or in another 
kind of file storage, and is not digitally accessible)  Receipt date:  Oct. ‘47 
B.1.c Index (AOB, M.I. 5 index) 
Extracted 8.1.48   by PCR  Section R.4. 
 …Second Report and Appendices on the “Case of the Red Orchestra” (AOB, Rote Kapelle) 
(AOB, I only have reproduced this card, as to show you how they once have worked; but it 
was already practiced in the First World War his way) 
KV 2/1503-1, page 12 

 
(AOB, in these cases, the information content is still considered to be confidential; notice in 
the top right-hand corner the Minutes serial number: 24a of 16.5.47 Copy of letter to 



American embassy from S.I.S. re Richter. But often even this Minute reference being 
removed) 
KV 2/1503, page 22 

 
Gagel (Gagl) Karl Interpreter for the Rote Kapelle 1942/44 
Born 1911  
KV 2/1503, page 23 

 
Kent, Fritz @ Fritz Russian  Chief of Russian Military Intelligence Service in Belgium and 
France. Collaborator in Rote Kapelle. 
Born 1906 … black hair dark complexion brown eyes wears glasses.  
Career:  Russian naval officer said to have been in Spanish Civil War 1936/37.  Established 
and intelligence organisation in France and Belgium under the camouflage of a trading firm. 
Simex. Arrested in November 1942 in Marseilles by French Police and given to the Sipo.  
Misc: Had 2 children from his mistress, Barcza.  Kent last seen in Tannenkirch, Alsace in Oct. 
1944. Speaks English French and Spanish.  
KV 2/1503-1, page 24 

 
Pannwitz, Heinz @ Paulsen Kriminalrat SS-Hauptsturmführer Chief Rote Kapelle from 
1943/45;  born 1911 // Career: One of the youngest Kriminalräte of the Sipo.  
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 Rolf Werner Richter was born on 19 Apr 13 in Bensdorf/Rhein.  He received his 
education in the schools of Bendorf, Koblenz and Bad Ems,  In 1931 Richter obtained 
employment, without compensation, as an administrative clerk with the Bürgemeister Amt 
Koblenz. 

1933 Obtained employment with Stapostelle Koblenz.  Joined NSDAP. 
1934 Entered the Aussendienst of the Gestapo 
1937 Appointed Kriminalassistent and Sachbearbeiter in the Church (Kirchen) 

Referat. 
1940 Transferred to Referat IV C/D in Paris. 
1941 Transferred to the German Police Delegation in Vichy.  Appointed SS 

O/Scharf (AOB, Ober-Scharführer) 
1942 Returned to Paris and worked in Referat IV C/D and in Referat IV-E. From 

September to December took part in Operation Donar, which seized illegal 
French radio stations (AOB, in the South) 

1943 Assigned to Sonderkommando Rote Kapelle of Referat IV-A/2 Promoted to 
Kriminaloberassistent and to SS H/Scharf (AOB, Haupt-Scharführer) 

1945 Went to Salzburg at the end of war and later to Näherstille (Thuringa) (AOB, 
Thüringen) 

Gagel (AOB, Gagl?), Karl Interpreter for Rote Kapelle 1942/44.  Born1911 ..Career:  
One time SA member.  Drafted for Sipo. SS-?/Scharf. (?/Scharführer) in SD 
against his will. Sipo Paris until 1942.  Misc. Speaks fluent French and 
English. Last seen in Neustadt a.d. Weinstrasse in February 1945. 

Kent  Fritz @ Fritz  Russian Chief of Russian Military Intelligence Service in  
Belgium and France.  Collaborator in Rote Kapelle.  Born 1906 ..Career: 
Russian naval officer said to have been in the Spanish Civil War 1936/37.  
Established an intelligence organization in France and Belgium under the 
camouflage of a trading firm Simex. Arrested in November 1942 in Marseilles 
by French Police and given to the Sipo. 
Misc. Had 2 children from his mistress, Barcza.  Kent last seen in 
Tannenkirchen Alsace in October 1944. Speaks English, French Spainsih. 
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Pannwitz,  Heinz @ Paulsen Kriminalrat  SS-Hstuf (AOB, Haupt-Sturmführer) Chief  

of Rote Kapelle (AOB, meant these context, opposing the Rote Kapelle groups, 
on behalf of the German Police, SD, Sipo, Stapo, Stapa, etc) from 1943/45.  
born 1911 in Prague ..Career:  One of the youngest Kriminalräte of the Sipo. 
NCO in the Wehrmacht in Russia.  Misc:  Married 3 or 4 children, Speaks 
French and English.  May have possessed Swiss papers.  Last seen in March 
1945 in Hof (AOB, during the course of April 1945, many branches from 
Berlin went first to Hof (in Northern Bavaria). He planned to go to Heilsberg. 

Trepper Otto @ Otto, Grand Chef, Gilbert Russian   Agent of the Russian Intelligence  
  Service in France and Belgium.  
KV 2/1503-1, page 45 

 
(1) I received my orders to join Kommando “Rote Kapelle” after return from the action 
“Donar” from the south of France on 24.12.42.  The Offices of the Kommando were at the 
time in the buildings of the French Ministry of the Interior, Paris, 11 Rue des Saussaies, 
where was also the office of the K.d.S. (AOB, Kommando des Sicherheitsdienstes) in Paris.  
The command of the Kommando was at this time in the hands of Kriminalrat K. Giering of 
the RSHA, Berlin, IV, and his deputy Kriminalkommissar H. Reiser. At the beginning of 
1944 the Kommando got its own building in the Rue de Courcelles in Paris.  Since about the 
middle of 1943 the Kommando was under the command of Kriminalrat H. Pannwitz. 
 
 

 
↓ 
 
 
 



 
(2) There was a liaison between the Sonderkommando and Abwehr IIIF in Brussels. The 
liaison Officer was Hptm, Piepe, who in cilvilian life was a public prosecutor, in Hamburg.  
After the Kommando had finished its activities in Belgium, (the work still to be done was 
finished off by two or three officials of the Sicherheitspolizei there).  Piepe continued his 
activities in Paris where he was in close touch with Astleitstelle (AOB, Alst) Frankreich in 
Paris, specially with a Maj. or Obstlt. Reile.  In Piepe’s absence the Kommando worked with 
the Abt. IIIF (AOB, counter-espionage) Paris, who delivered the necessary military material 
for the traffic with Moscow, and were of necessity informed of the progress of enquiries. 
(3) After pondering on and reconstructing events, I have now established that Kent was 
arrested in October or November 1942.  The arrest took place before my posting to the 
Kommando “Rote Kapelle”.  So far as I now remember, he was at the time arrested by the 
French Police in Marseilles, where he was with his wife.  In Marseilles there must have been 
an affiliation of the Simexco which I mentioned before.  He was handed over to the German 
Police and I think was fetched in a truck from Marseilles by the head of the Sipo in Paris at 
that time, Kriminalrat and SS Sturmbannführer Karl Boemelburg,  he was then taken to the 
RSHA in Berlin through Paris.  He was interrogated in Berlin and then returned to the 
Kommando in Paris, and was, and was for a time in the prison at Fresnes, and then in the 
special prisoners house in Neully near Paris. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 



 
(4) I have already said that a Kommando of the RSHA in Berlin worked on the Rote Kapelle 
in Belgium. In its work it was supported by the Odnungspolizei (AOB, = Orpo) and 
presumably by the Wehrmacht.  There was also close liaison with the Astleitstelle (AOB, = 
Alst) Belgien, in Brussels.  The Berlin Kommando was, as in Paris, supported and 
strengthened in its work in Brussels, by officials of the Sipo there. I do not know it worked in 
Holland. I can only just recollect that branches of the Russian I.S. in Belgium and Holland are 
not known to me. The officials of the Sipo in Brussels kept the Kommando informed of the 
measures which they took, after it had left for Paris, instructions about the W/T traffic and 
other necessary matters. Questions which the Astleitstelle Belgien came across, were 
answered by Hptm. Piepe.  I do not know in detail what agents of the Soviet I.S. were arrested 
in Belgium or Holland.  Particularly I do not know any names, as these activities took place 
before I joined the Kommando. 
(5) The radio stations in Paris, Lyons and Bordeaux were liquidated in 1943, partly through 
radio measures, and partly through evidence taken from interrogations, particularly by the 
technical personnel of the Kommando W/T organisation and its contacts, who had sometimes 
brought the apparatuses, and even installed them and made necessary repairs to them, so 
gaining knowledge of the location and position of the sets.  Owing to the rules of the 
organisation they were naturally not told the exact address but first had to go there through 
various liaisons. I must there point out that the stations were not directly in the three towns, 
but in the outskirts.  It was also not a question of the Russian radio stations, but of the W/T 
stations of the French Communist Party.  I have reached this decision,  because the stations 
were organised by the Communist W/T organisation in Paris.  From the same place came the 
necessary W/T operators, and there they received their W/T training; repairs were also carried 
out from Paris.  In the same case of Bordeaux, the communist Party had given the W/T 
operator and his family money to buy himself a farm where the station could be set up.  This 
W/T operator, who came from Paris, as well as the other arrested  → 
 

↓ 
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→ persons, said at the interrogation that they worked for the KPF (AOB, Communist Party 
France) and were instructed to work with the Zentralleitung in Paris.  They received their pay, 
papers and food coupons from the Chef of the Communist W/T organisation in Paris. This 
was necessary because they lived partly as illegal persons.  The above-mentioned station of 
the KPF in Paris, was in no way identical with that used by Trepper.  The W/T operator of the 
Party Section in Paris (Sevres) had the job of carrying out the traffic with the Party H.Q. in 
Moscow, and also of  watching the traffic  of the individual senders in Paris, Lyons and 
Bordeaux, and of warning them in the event of emergency.  There was no direct contact 
between the station used by Trepper and the stations of KPF. At any rate enquiries have given 
no suggestion of it.  
(6)Trepper, who had a further cover name “Gilbert”, made use at one time of the White 
Russian brother and sister Maximowitsch, (AOB, Maxinowitz?) who had a special contact 
with the German civil and military circles; also working for him was a certain “Harry” and 
one “Andre”, a Swiss, and various persons who were ideologically close to Communism.  
These persons lived in Paris.  Further, he had relations with the Bulgarian diplomatic circles, 
who were presumably very helpful to him in transmitting post via couriers.  I remember that 
in 1940 or 1941, through the services of the Bulgarian Military Attaché, he took part in a tour 
of inspection arranged for the various military attachés by the Militärbefehlshaber of OKW. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 



Continuing 

 
(7) As already mentioned, Trepper and Kent enjoyed very generour treatment.  Opportunity 
was them to do shopping in the town. So it happened that in June 1943 Trepper was 
accompanied by the KOS (AOB, Kommissar?)Berg (AOB, Berger?) to a chemist (AOB, 
Apotheke) Bailly in the neighbourhood of St. Lazare station, to make some purchases.  It was 
towards midday. On entering the many-storied shop, he succeeded in escaping from the eye 
(AOB, Aus den Augen verloren)  of the official, and leaving by another exit.  Measures to 
find him were immediately taken, in which  the French Police also took part, but were without 
result.  Enquiries and traces show that he went next to his friend (female) who lived in Le 
Vesint or Le Peq near Paris.  With her help he spoke to the playwright Spaak, who was 
presumably already known to him, who gave him money and papers,  He wrote a letter to the 
head of the Kommando. I still do not know the exact contents of this letter.  It was now 
presumed that with Spaak’s help, (Spaak was a relative of the Belgium Foreign Minister 
Spaak), he might have joined the English I.S.  In any case there are no positive facts pointing 
towards this.  Nothing is known of whether he made further contact with the Russian I.S.  The 
W/T traffic carried on with Moscow through Kent suffered no damage through Trepper’s 
flight. 
(8) When working for the Kommando, Kent was given in a message from Moscow the name 
of a Lithuanian officer Sokol @ Solja.  This man was discovered after a long enquiries in the 
French foreign card-index.  Kent was given opportunity to get in touch with him and take up 
contact, and from this transpired that Sokol had relations with a French underground group.  
With Sokol’s help Kent was introduced into this group, after he had won Sokol’s confidence.  
I can only remember now that this group had contact with an English intelligence group.  
Members of the group, who were mostly young people and students, lived in Paris and 
Versailles.  
 
 

↓ 
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 As regards the name “Rote Kapelle”, the word Rot was chosen in connection with 
Soviet state from their colours, and the word Kapelle because of the official practice (both for 
cover and on security grounds) of calling a W/T station “Kapelle” and the operator “Musiker” 
(AOB, = Musician)  

 
Organisation: 
 The strength of the Kommando “Rote Kapelle” varied from between 12 to 15 men, 
including 2 typists. At the beginning of my activity, the Leiter of the Kommando was 
Kriminalrat Giering of the RSHA (AOB, Reichssicherheitshauptamt), who was later on 
account of illness replaced by Kriminalrat Pannwitz who came from Stapoleitstelle Prag.  At 
the beginning Kriminalkommissar Reiser was deputy Leiter, later replaced by 
Kiminalkommissar Alfred Goepfert from RSHA Berlin.  Reiser who had formerly been Leiter 
of the Referat “Kommunismus” with the the Sipo/SD in Paris, returned to Stapostelle 
Karlsruhe. 
 The Abteilungsleiter and his Deputy, as well as having official control of the 
Kommando, conducted chiefly the interviews with the two captured Soviet agents, aand 
discussed with them the contents of the W/T messages to be sent to Moscow and of those 
received from Moscow.  Further, they controlled the cipher clerk who had been sent from the 
Wehrmacht – OKW – Amt Funkabwehr to decode and code the telegrams.  He was the 
Gefreiter from a Nachrichtenkompanie – KWUE – Short Wave Watching Station Paris, - Dr. 
Lenz and Dr. Kurfess.  It felt to the Leiter of the → next page 48 

 
Kommando to send reports to Berlin and to keep informed the B.d.S. for France latterlt 
Standartenführer Dr. Knochen. 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Tasks and successes. 
 The Kommando succeeded in arresting in autumn of 1942 a Soviet agent, who had 
Uruguayan papers and had come to from Russia to Belgium and France.  His cover name was 
Fritz Kent.  This Kent had established in Belgium under the name Simex-Co a firm, which so 
far as I can remember had other branches, and carried on business in every kind or article 
which could be needed in the German military and civilian centres.  In this way he and his 
employees, who however were not told of the real aim of the firm, gained entrance to all 
German Dienststellen, to Army officials and Officers.  After they had won the necessary 
confidence, Kent and his employees, in their business and private meetings, gained an insight 
into matters which were valuable, for military intelligence.  Moscow was interested in the 
messages about quarters, weapons, troop movements and airfields etc., and these were later 
found and deciphered with the code taken out of a French novel, whose name and author I do 
not know.  We succeeded in persuading Kent to work with us, and he revealed the wave-
lengths, call-signs, times of transmission of his W/T link. 
 Kent was not the Leiter of the Russian I.S. in Western Europe, this was a Russian 
whose cover-name was Otto Trepper.  With Kent’s help, we succeeded in arresting Trepper in 
Paris in December 1942, and in astounding him with information gained from the 
interrogations of Kent and his employees, and in getting him too to work for us, Most 
important, the W/T traffic suffered no harm, and could be carried on.  

 

 
 As already stated, the messages were despatched and received from a W/T station of 
the Ordnungspolizei (AOB, = Orpo) and Wehrmacht.  I know of two such W/T links with 
Moscow, one in Paris which was known under the name “Eiffel” in traffic, and as second in 
Marseilles worked by operators of the Ordnungspolizei under the name “Mars”. The 
transmission of material for the messages from Paris top Marseilles or vice versa was effected 
through teleprinter of the Sicherheitspolizei (AOB, Fernschreiben, abbreviated FS) 
 

↓ 
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 In connection with the arrests of the two agents and their employees, I must poin out, 
that in the first place the location of the W/T sets was made possible by the direction-finding 
of the German W/T stations was also knowledge of their call-signs and times of transmission. 
The Ordnungspolizei (Orpo) ran a large Zentralefunkmessstelle in Berlin-Spandau where 
every day the short-wavelength band was watched for calculations, of which I do not know 
the details, one could roughly established the location of a newly heard sender, mostly within 
a triangular area, and this was known as distant direction-finding.  The Zentrale in Berlin-
Spandau, which presumably worked in close liaison with similar stations of the OKW – Amt 
Funk and exchanged with them its experiences and observations, reported to each 
Funkmessleitstelle, (one was attached to each B.d.O. in the occupied countries in question), 
whenever they picked up a new sender in their area, giving them the rough location, call-sign 
and wave lengths.  From then onwards the Funkmessleitstelle took up the called ‘close 
direction finding’.  This was effected by means of special trucks working within the area.  
Through repeatedly listening at the known times of transmission, which were not longer the 
minutes, the location of the sender could mostly be narrowed down.  In this event, followed 
the seizure of the sender and arrest of the operator with the help of Kommando “Rote 
Kapelle”.  At the arrest of the operator and any further persons working with him, an urgent 
job was to ensure all paters etc.  The apparatus, and codes were secured by the W/T expert, so 
that finally, after interrogation, the sender could continue to be operated.  
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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 Als sogenannter Stamm des Kommandos waren von Berlin noch mitgekommen ein 
Kriminalkommissar Berg, dem die Betreuung der Agenten deren Unterbringung (sie galten 
als sogenannte Ehrenhäftlinge) Verpflegung, Bekleidung, Ausgang sowie Erledigung 
sonstiger persönlicher Anliegen oblag. Er führte auch in Vertretung des Dienststellenleiters 
die Aufsicht bei den übrigen Sachbearbeitern aus.  
KV 2/1503-2, page 2 

 
 Ferner war von Berlin noch ein Kriminalassistent Voss mitgekommen, der in Frühjahr 
1943 nach Berlin zurückging. Als Sachbearbeiter waren ferner noch tätig ein Kriminalsekretär 
Erich Jung, Kriminalsekretär Karl Ball, Kriminalsekretär Roehlich, der allerdings erst im 
Sommer 1943 zum Kommando kam und zwar von Prag.  Als Sachbearbeiter und zugleich 
Dolmetscher  gehörten die Angestellten Karl Gagel (Gagl), Siegfried Schneider und Horst 
Ossig – Notdienstverpflichtet – zum Kommando.  Die beiden letzten waren von der 
Geheimen Feldpolizei zur Sicherheitspolizei übernommen worden.  Dem zuletzt Genannten 
oblag in erster Linie die Aktenhaltung, Tagebuch und sonstigen rein innerdienstlichen 
Büroarbeiten.  Des weiteren arbeitete im Kommando noch ein Kriminalsekretär Otto 
Schwab.  

 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 



 
 In besonderen Abteilung war das Kommando nicht eingestellt.  Die Sacharbeiter 
führten die Vernehmungen durch tätigen die Feststellung bezw. Durchsuchungen, 
Wohnbesitzungen, wurden zu Überwachung bei Treffs herangezogen und hätten die sonstigen 
Ermittlungen zu führen, die bei einer Polizeiarbeit erforderlich sind, wie Feststellung in den 
Archiven der französischen und deutschen Polizei oder sonstigen Hilfsquellen. 
 Es dürfte hier noch in diesem Zusammenhang zu erwähnen sein, dass das Kommando 
keinen eigenen Funker besaß. Die technischen Aufgaben des Funkverkehrs, d.h. die 
durchzugebenden Funksprüche an beziehungsweise von Moskau wurden von Funkern der 
Funkmessleitstelle, die zum Befehlshaber der Ordnungspolizei Frankreich in Paris gehörte     
– Polizeifunker – durchgegeben.  Diese Arbeit wurde aber auch zeitweise von Funkern der 
bereits früher von mir erwähnten KWUE (Kurzwellenüberwachungsstelle) der Wehrmacht  
erledigt. 

 
Aufgaben und Erfolge.   

 
 Dem Kommando war es bei seiner Tätigkeit gelungen einen Agenten des sowjetischen ND 
(AOB, Nachrichtendienst), der mit uruguayischen Papieren ausgestattet und mit diesen von Russland 
aus in Belgien und Frankreich war, im Herbst 1942 etwas festzunehmen. Sein Deckname war Fritz 
Kent. Dieser Kent hatte in belgienunter dem Namen Simex-Co eine Handelsfirma mit, soweit mir 
erinnerlich, Zweigniederlassungen errichtet, die den Vertrieb von allen möglichen Bedarfsartikeln so 
u.a. an deutschen Wehrmacht und zivilen Dienststellen durchführte. Hierdurch erhielt 
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Und seine Mitarbeiter, die wohl alle nicht über den wahren Zweck der Firma unterrichtet 
gewesen waren, Zutritt zu allen möglich deutschen Dienststellen, Wehrmacht und Offiziere.  
Nach Gewinnung des entsprechenden Vertrauens bekamen Kent und seine Mitarbeiter bei den 
geschäftlichen und privaten Zusammenkünften Einblick in Dingen die führ einen 
militärischen Nachrichtendienst sehr wertvoll waren.  Interessierte sich doch Moskau in 
seinem Sprüchen, die später vorgefunden wurden und an Hand des Codes, den einen 
französischen Roman darstellte. Dessen Name und Schriftsteller mir nicht bekannt sind, 
entschlüsselt wurden, über Unterbringungsort, Bewaffnung, Truppenbewegungen, Flugplätze, 
usw. Es gelangt Kent zur Mitarbeit zu gewinnen, wobei er Wellenlänge, Rufzeichen, 
Sendezeiten, seiner Funklinien preisgab.  Kent war nicht der Leiter des russischen 
Nachrichtendienst für Westeuropa;  dies war ein Russe namens (Deckname) Otto Trepper.  Es 
gelang mit Hilfe von Kent, der wohl hierüber in seiner Vernehmung Angaben gemacht hatte, 
Trepper Anfang Dezember 1942 in Paris festzunehmen und ihn durch die Aussagen von Kent 
und dessen Mitarbeiter zu frappieren und ihm ebenfalls für eine Mitarbeit zu gewinnen. 
Hierdurch litt vor allen Dingen des Funkspiels keine Einbusse, sondern konnte weiter 
betrieben werden. 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 



 
 Die jeweils von Moskau kommenden Spräche waren fortlaufend nummeriert und an 
„Otto“ beziehungsweise an „Kent“ adressiert. Die abgehenden Sprüche nach Moskau, 
ebenfalls nummeriert, gingen an „Direktor“ und trugen die eingehenden Sprüche auch dessen 
Zeichnung „Direktor“. Da die Bearbeitung dieser Funkzeichen?, die jeweils eine Besprechung 
mit den beiden Agenten erforderlich machte, um die frühere Linie, d.h. Art des 
durchzugebenden Materials und die entsprechenden Fachausdrücke für bestimmte Worte 
richtig auszusetzen, gewahrt wurde, damit die Gegenseite keinen Verdacht schöpfen konnte,  
von dem Leiter bezw. (Beziehungsweise) dessen Vertreter erfolgte, bin ich nicht in der Lage, 
weitere Einzelheiten hierüber zu geben. Nur soviel wurde mir bekannt, dass die Sprüche in 
der Zahlengruppen abgesetzt wurden.    

 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Fehlschläge: 
 Im Sommer 1943 gelang es dem sovietrussischen Agenten „Otto “Trepper“ alias 
„Grand Chef“, dem ihn begleitenden Beamten (Kos. Berg), zu entkommen. Er konnte auch 
trotz sofort eingesetzter Großfahndung, woran auch die französische Polizei beteiligt wurde, 
nicht wieder gefasst werden.  Die Ermittlungen ergaben später, dass er bei einem 
Theaterschriftsteller Spaak in Paris Geld und Ausweispapiere hinterlegt hatte bzw. durch 
dessen Hilfe erhielt.  Den Namen Spaak hatte er wohlweislich bei seiner Vernehmung nie 
erwähnt.  Ob „Trepper Anschluss an französische Widerstandskreise oder einen anderen 
fremdländischen ND gefunden hat, ist nicht bekannt geworden. Von Seite der 
Kommandoleitung der „R.K.“ wurde gefolgert, dass er es wohl auf Grund seiner bisherigen 
Mitarbeit bei einer deutschen Dienststelle nicht wagen würde mit Moskau wieder Verbindung 
aufzunehmen, da ihm ja bekannt war, dass „Kent“ nicht für das Kommando arbeitete und man 
andererseits Moskau gegenüber hätte mitteilen können, dass er ein Doppelspiel betrieben 
habe.  Über seinen Verbleib ist nie etwas Positives bekannt geworden.  An der Weiterführung 
der von „Kent“ betriebenen Linie änderte sich nicht.  Moskau gegenüber wurde angedeutet, 
dass er sehr wahrscheinlich festgenommen sei. → 



 
 Weitere Fehlschläge erlitt das Kommando bei der Bearbeitung des Komplexes 
„Kommunistische Funkorganisation in Paris“.  Zwei festgenommenen Funker, darunter ein 
Techniker, waren unter entsprechender Bewachung angesetzt worden, um Treffs 
wahrzunehmen und so ihre frühere Verbindungen aufrechtzuerhalten.  Sie gewannen das 
Vertrauen des Sachbearbeiters und konnten sich schließlich selbstständig und frei bewegen.  
Diese Freiheit benutzten sie eines Tages um nicht mehr zurückzukommen. Sie waren und 
blieben mit Ihre Familienangehörigen verschwunden.  
 Es war von der Leitung des Kommandos geplant, mit Hilfe der PPF – Polulair 
Francais (Doriot-Partei)  Funker auszubilden und diese zum Einsatz zu bringen.  Man dachte 
auch an ehemalige Französische Heeres- und Marine – Funker, die Mitglieder der PPF waren 
und als zuverlässig galten. Diesen sollte nicht gesagt werden, dass sie für eine deutsche 
Dienststelle arbeiteten. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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..Man wollte ihnen erklären, dass die Partei von den deutschen Stellen die Genehmigung dazu 
sowieso Geräte bekommen hätte.  Die Verhandlungen über diese Frage führte ein enger 
Mitarbeiter von Doriot namens Lecan aus Paris.  Er was Inhaber einer großen Baufirma, die 
in vielen großen Städten Frankreichs Niederlassungen besaß.  Er wollte die Funker auch in 
seinen Betrieben einbauen, um so deren wirtschaftliche Sicherung zu gewährleisten. Soweit 
mir bekannt, ist lediglich im Rahmen dieses Planes ein Funker in Nantes eingesetzt worden, 
der aber infolge irgendwelcher Umstände später wieder zurücktrat.  Bei den anderen 
erstreckte sich vorerst der Einsatz lediglich auf eine Überprüfung ihrer Funkfertigkeit.  Dieses 
reichten in den meisten Fällen nicht aus  und setzten eine mehrwöchige wenn nicht 
monatliche Neuschulung voraus.  Bei dem Fortgang der kriegerischen Ereignisse, war diese 
Schulung aber nicht mehr möglich. 
KV 2/1503-2, page 15 

 
 We have received no „home work“ from Richter, and he is now installed in the 
interrogation Centre, nevertheless we should still prefer, if it is possible, to have Richter’s 
own account, in his own words (AOB, thus German language, without translation), of his 
association with the work for the Rote Kapelle before we submit further questions. 
 
 

↓ 
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This section is only copied as to 

 give an example of the daily practice about spring 1946 
(AOB, for your information: these files run backwards in time, in contrast to the Minutes 

sheet at the start of these kind of file series) 
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Richter, Rolf Werner – Case 1187 
Background:  Subject, after attending high school for 10 years, went to business college for 
one and a half years and afterwards started the career of a town official in Koblenz, his home 
town.  He worked there until September 1933 when the Gestapo required personnel and he 
was suggested by his superiors. 
Pre-war Gestapo Career. 
 Subject transferred to the Gestapo, Koblenz, first as a typist and in 1934 became a 
Kriminal Angestellter (employee of the Kripo)(AOB, regular criminal police). In 1936 he 
became a Kriminal Assistant Anwärter, starting his career as an official of the Kripo. During 
this time he studied quite a few courses in law and general and general police subjects.  Later 
he received a few months’ training and finally passed his examination as a Kripo official in 
Berlin in 1937.  A few months later he was made Kriminalassistent in Koblenz and worked 
there in the Gestapo under its Chief, Appel, in Dept. IV B 1 (supervision of the Catholic 
Church). (AOB, Amt IV was a section of the R.S.H. or Reichssicherheitshauptamt) 
 His first duty was to attend church on Sundays and report on the sermon.  He also 
assisted in the dissolution of the different catholic groups and investigated cases of Anti-Nazi 
activity among the Catholic clergy and Catholic population.  Subject, a Lutheran in a 
predominantly Catholic sector, was probably a good choice for the Anti-Catholic activities.  
 By this time Germany went to war and Subject was an experienced Gestapo agent of 
six years’ standing so was transferred to Paris for commitment in occupied France (June 
1940). 
 
 

 
↓ 
 
 
 



↓

 
Gestapo Service During War: 
 Subject was assigned to Dr, Knochen, the Beauftragter des Chefs der Sipo (AOB, 
Sicherheitspolizei) and SD, France (later changed into Befehlshaber of Sipo and SD), and 
worked there in Dept. IV C/D.  The two departments formed one office at that time and their 
main task were the apprehension of emigrants wanted by the Germans, and check on emigrant  
Organisations. Subject did investigation and interrogation, assisted in raids and arrests and 
because he speaks French fluently, was used for under-cover work.  
 In addition his department was used for guard services when high personalities had to 
be escorted.  It handed travel permits to restricted areas for police officials and agents, For a 
short while it handled resistance groups. 
 From May to September 1941 Subject worked as secretary for Boemmelburg, the 
Chief of IV at the Beauftragter in France. 
Vichy Police Delegations: 
 In the fall of 1941 Subject was transferred to Vichy as a member of the German Police 
delegation. It was a three-men group, consisting of Giessler as chief, interpreter Roth, and 
Subject. 
 Their main task was to effect the arrestand surrender by the French police of persons 
wanted by Germany, Those persons were either in French concentration camps as enemy 
aliens or they lived somewhere in unoccupied France as refugees. (AOB, notice, that Vichy 
was the capital of the un-occupied zone of France)  
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Richter, Rolf Werner 
Organisation like the PPF, Francists and other collaborator’s groups helped them locating the 
people to be arrested.  The French government surrendered these individuals only in case the 
German submitted a court sentence against a person. It is assumed that such sentence could be 
furnished in all cases the German government was interested in. The majority of these people 
were Communists or Jews with political background. Subject remembers his stay in Vichy the 
most prominent person to be surrendered was Fritz Thyssen, the German industrialist. 
 In addition to this function to this function the police delegation checked all request of 
the French police officials who desired to cross the demarcation line into occupied France and 
used the knowledge of such officials to make a card file of France police officials at the same 
time,  the delegation gave recommendations to members of the collaborators’ organizations 
too, when these desired to pass into occupied country.  
Anti/Resistance Activity: 
 This group was relieved in May 1942 when Subject returned to Paris as was assigned 
to IV C which, at that time, fought resistance groups.  The department chief was K.K. 
Doering who was transferred to Amt IV, Berlin at the end of 1942.  Here also were two 
Unterscharführers, Hammann and Kleiber, and K.K. Buchwald, who specialised in the 
evaluation of reports about the resistance groups and who became successor of Doering.  The 
Resistance movement had not acquired the size nor importance of later years at that time, and 
the department mainly handled individual cases. 
 Subject stayed with the groups until September 1942 when he was assigned to a 
special task force “Aktion Donar”. 
 
 

↓ 
 
 



 

 
Aktion Donar: 
 This was a task force established by the BdS, France which had the task of liquidation 
W/T stations operating in non-occupied France for foreign intelligence services. This 
enterprise was started after an agreement was reached with the Vichy government, and 
operated in cooperation with the French police.  Its leader during the first month was 
Sturmbannführer Boemelburg, Chief of Dept. IV at the Bd.S.   

Boemelburg was transferred to Vichy (after occupation of Southern France) as 
Kommandeur of Sipo and Liaison man to the Vichy Government when it settled in 
Sigmaringen, Germany.  The successor of Boemelburg in Dept. IV became K.R. Stint. 

The “Aktion Donar” was composed of three groups as follows: (1)about 50-60 Orpo 
men under the command of Hptm, Schneider, and the assistant Olt. Vatterroth and Lt. Leisser, 
all radio experts (2)about a dozen non-coms of the Abwehr Aussenstelle at Paris under the 
command of Hptm. Schmitz;  (3) 100-200 men of the Sipo at Paris under the command of an 
unknown, including drivers and administration personnel. After Boemelburg left, 
Sturmbannführer Mueller became Chief of the Group. 
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 Four CP’s (AOB, I suppose that ment is: Kompanie) were established, first HQ 

beint (be it?) at Charbonniere near Lyon.  Here the heads of the three agencies set uup and the 
administration was centralised.  The second CP was at Montpellier where Willy Than was in 
charge iof the Sipo branch.  The third was Toulouse and the fourth Marseilles where Otto 
Noehring was in charge of the Sipo personnel. Each CP had a detachment of Sipo, Abwehr 
and Orpo personnel which worked rather independently of each other.  A French police 
inspector also was attached to each CP (Kompanie). 

 Every member wore civilian clothes and was equipped with a French identity 
card in addition to a paper requesting that the bearer should not be subject to any search.  
Private mail was forwarded to the members of the task force with blacked-out address, 
showing only the figure representing the number of his French identity card and was 
distributed according to a master list at HQ’s.  All cars had civilian licence plates. 
 The working procedure was as follows:  The Orpo group (AOB, Ordnungspolizei, was 
the entity who took care of intercepting and D/Fing upon illicit W/T traffic) , all trained Radio 
personnel with stationary and mobile radio-detecting (AOB, DFing) equipment had to locate 
the W/T.  First the general sector was determined by stationary detectors (DF-receivers), then 
small units with mobile detectors (AOB, often inside a civilian vehicle, the near-field was 
often determined by means of so-called Gurtelpeiler, which apparatus was carried under a 
coat and so invisible) searched the sector until the exact location was ascertained.  
 The Sipo group took over at that point and raided the building or street where the W/T 
was suspected to be.  After capture, the W/T operator was delivered to the attached French 
inspector who had him interrogated by the local police.  Sipo members, sometimes Abwehr 
members too, participated in the interrogation.  The French police had been given a lengthy 
questionnaire by the task force as a guide for interrogation.   

 
 
 
 
↓ 
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 Furthermore there were technical questions about W/T equipment, antenna, code, 
sending time wave length, etc. 
 Separate interrogation reports were submitted to the Sipo and Abwehr group for 
evaluation and dissemination, according to Subject (AOB, = Richter) 10-12 W/T operators 
were captured.  A few Poles who worked for the Polish Government in London, some 
Britishers (British) and one American.  In general, however, Subject believes the action was 
not too satisfactory because the operators could reveal only little information.  They received 
coded messages through their letter-box from people they didn’t know, and sometimes did not 
understand the messages themselves. Subject does not believe that anyone of the agents was 
captured, only the radio-operators. 
After completion of interrogation the W/T agents were turned over to IV E in Paris. 
 This activity of the task force was ended in December 1942 after Southern France had 
been occupied by the Germans.  The task force dissolved and Subject returned to Paris where 
he was put under the Kommandeur of Sipo, but assigned to another special force, the “Rote 
Kapelle” (Red music band)  after a few days. 

 
Service with :Rote Kapelle”: 
 This enterprise centred around a captured Russian gaent by the name of Fritz Kent, 
alias Siena.  It received its name through the fact that broadcasting was called “music” in 
Gestapo slang, hence those who broadcast were called the “band” (AOB, = Kapelle). 
 

 
 
 
↓ 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 



 
 In October 1942 high German officers, especially the GAF (AOB, = German Airforce) 
had been captured because they had turned over military information to the Russians. Traces 
lead to the aforementioned Kent who resided in Brussels.  There he was head of a firm by the 
name of “Simex”, which sold household equipment to German organisations in Belgium.  
“Simex” had a branch office in Paris, which also tried to penetrate German agencies.  Kent 
was arrested in Brussels around October or November 1942 and confessed being one of the 
main Russian agents in Western Europe, having constant radio contact with Moscow. 
 Kent spoke perfect Russian, German, French and Spanish, and is believed to speak 
English too.  He lived in Brussels as a citizen of Uruguay, equipped with papers of that 
nation. After capture Kent agreed  to work for the Germans and the “Rote Kapelle” was set 
up. (AOB, from this text one might getting the impression that this was the only context of 
“Rote Kapelle” which is not true, as in more areas was dealt with the “Rote Kapelle” complex 
as well; consider the GB-NA series KV 3/349 – 350 and 351, which provides extensively all 
those involved and then it becomes apparent that the complex include Germany – Holland – 
Belgium – France and Switzerland, including hundreds of names) 
 “Rote Kapelle” was put under the RSHA IV A2m Berlin; The chief of (Amt) IV A2 
was Sturmbannführer Kopkow (AOB, dealt within this web-section as KV 1500&1501)  in 
Berlin The Chief of “Rote Kapelle” in Paris was Gierling, coming from RSHA (Amt) IV A2, 
Berlin; when he left for Karlsruhe KK Reiser of (Amt) A1 Paris became his successor. At the 
first the officers of “Rote Kapelle” were in the Sureté  where the Kommandeur of Sipo had 
his headquarters, but in the summer of 1943 they moved to a private home at 63 Rue 
Courcelles, Paris.  

 
 Kent was transferred to Paris and lived first at Sturmbannführer Boemmelburg’s 
residence in Neully s/Seine, later when the “Rote Kapelle” moved to  Rue Courcelles he took 
up residence there.  He lived  there with his common-law wife, Grete Barcza, and his children 
(one was born in in Paris summer 1943), as a so-called honour prisoner (Adelhäftling).  He 
was allowed a certain freedom but was under study guard.  
 
 
 

↓ 
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 Kent resumed his radio connection with Moscow, which broadcast under the code 
name of “Director”.  Some French novel was the base for the code used by that organisation.  
One page would be chosen and the letters of the Alphabet given numbers according to the 
order they appeared in the first lines of the page. The number of the page used was inserted 
somewhere in the broadcast. (AOB, this is essential, as the receiving side (Moscow) does 
need to have knowledge which page-number they currently had selected) 
 Subject relates that it created a lot of entertainment among the group when kent one 
day was awarded the Lenin decoration by radio message. 
The main interest of the Russian Intelligence Service was the disposition of German troops 
throughout France and the names of their commanders, as well as situation reports on public 
opinion in the occupied countries. 
 Through Kent several Communist stations throughout France were liquidated.  The 
first agent to be captured was through the service of Kent, was an Ukrainian or Pole by the 
name of Trepper.  He too had operated a W/T in contact with Moscow and had his seat in 
Paris.  His organisation consisted mainly of white Russians living in France.  He had had 
close contact with French Communist groups whose radio he used occasionally. 

 
 After his capture Trepper also made to work for the “Rote Kapelle”: maintaining his 
broadcasting to Moscow.  Though his help, three Communist stations were discovered and 
liquidated; one in Paris,  one in Bordeaux, and one in Lyons.  These stations had no 
communications with Moscow, but exchanged messages among each other only.  They were 
in the service of French resistance and were supposed to help direct resistance activities after 
D Day.  There was another station in Marseilles, but Subject (AOB, = Richter) believes it was 
never discovered. 

 
 These Communist radios used a code based on the French dictionary “Larousse”. Each 
word of a message would be represented by two figures: (1) the page; (2) and the line of the 
page. 
 



 
 Trepper was known in these organisations as the “Grand Chief”, his code name was 
Otto.  Trepper worked as an honor prisoner like Kent.  However, in June 1943 he managed to 
escape while entering a large Pharmacy with his escort (AOB, we have learned that he was 
described: Kos Berg) It was later found that he had money and false papers with a man named  
Spaak in Paris, a brother of the Belgian Secretary of State (AOB, Minister of Foreign Affairs). 
It was further discovered that he received cover in an infirmary temporarily, but he was never 
recaptured.  It is assumed that he joined the British Intelligence Service. Spaak had escaped 
too, before he was traced down, but his wife was later arrested in Brussels.   
Penetration French Resistance: 
 In the fall of 1943 the Chief of “Rote Kapelle” was changed again. K.H. Pannwitz, 
who came from the Gestapo at Prague, took over the organisation and conducted the 
operation until its end.  The radio organisation contact with Moscow was maintained and 
actually had been maintained until the German collapse.  However, Subject states that the 
members of the group often wonder if Russia hadn’t discovered the scheme long ago.  
 “Rote Kapelle” now took up new connections.  Kent had remembered a Lithuanian by 
the name Sokol who was leader of some resistance  group and he took up contact with him. 
Pretending that he had a resistance group himself, this with a good organisation throughout 
France, and with Headquarters in Paris.  According to Subject, Kent received reports on the 
strength of Sokol’s forces and on their dispositions, using the pretense he wanted to furnish 
them weapons.  Kent convinced Sokol to establish W/T stations in Normandy and Brittany 
(Bretagne) in order to get news about the coming invasion quickly to Paris; thus all resistance 
forces could be directed at a moment of notice.  
 

Terminated 24 December 2018 
 


